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02 FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS

In the restaurant industry, the quality of your food, beverages and service is everything. A 

great experience will keep your customers coming back for more, and the perfect finishing 

touch is a convenient and secure checkout.

With the latest mobile point of sale (mPOS) solutions and wireless smart terminals, you 

can provide fast, secure and flexible payment acceptance at the point of service. Whether 

you own a restaurant, bar, catering or delivery service, a food truck, pop-up store or any 

other food and beverage business, your customers will be able to pay at the table, counter, 

curbside, drive thru or wherever you need to accept payments. Our payment solutions 

eliminate long customer waits, streamline your food and beverage operations, and increase 

server efficiency by reducing the number of steps needed to checkout.

Patrons can pay securely using their preferred electronic methods, including EMV chip 

& signature and chip & PIN, as well as NFC/contactless solutions, such as Apple Pay™, 

Android Pay™ and Samsung Pay®. In addition to better convenience and efficiency, our 

latest payment solutions also offer enhanced security, with PCI-compliant encryption 

solutions to keep payment data secure from fraud and data theft.

Bring payment flexibility, convenience 
and security to your customers Build customer loyalty with 

Ingenico Group’s innovative 
payment solutions
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For more than 30 years, Ingenico 

Group’s culture of innovation 

and engineering excellence have 

helped shape the development 

of magnetic card, smart card 

(EMV), and NFC/contactless 

payments around the world. 

Today, we continue on this path 

of innovation by responding to 

ever-changing customer needs 

with high-performing products and 

pioneering solutions for new forms 

of payment.

With 7,500 employees and an 

installed base of 32 million 

terminals in 170 countries, 

Ingenico Group is the undisputed 

leader in the global smart terminal 

and mobile point of sale (mPOS) 

market. This globally local presence 

gives us a clear grasp of the 

electronic payment chain and a 

unique ability to meet the growing 

demand for optimized crossborder 

and international solutions. We 

also cultivate a detailed local focus 

by forging close-knit relationships 

with our customers, regardless of 

size, identifying and understanding 

their needs, and offering them 

perfectly tailored expertise and 

solutions. Our customers and 

partners reap the benefits of a 

truly global organization that 

combines an extensive network 

and global payment infrastructure 

with strong local knowledge. 

Ingenico Group has the reach 

to break down geographical 

boundaries and deliver unified 

management of payments, 

transactions and value-added 

services.

Delivering unmatched 
expertise and support for 
your payment devices

FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / INGENICO GROUP

Ingenico Group

7,500 
employees

32M 
termininals

170 
countries
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We are:
… responsive to your needs, offering all of our clients and  
 partners world-class support, regardless of size. 

… dedicated to your success – we won’t stop until you get  
 where you need to be. 

… a true extension of your business, providing a team of  
 people you can depend on. 

… your trusted advisor, using our 30 years of experience,  
 wealth of knowledge, and industry expertise to make your  
 visions reality. 

… the global leader in seamless payment, focused on 
 delivering the most innovative solutions to our customers  
 and partners around the world. 

… connected to your food and beverage business, with the  
 flexibility to provide payment solutions that meet your  
 individual needs. 

… your strategic partner, providing guidance and advice  
 every step of the way – from planning to execution to every 
 day after that.

Not all payment solutions companies are created equal. 

At Ingenico Group, we pride ourselves on embodying 

the qualities that set us apart from the pack. Not only 

do we offer multichannel payment solutions with the 

highest quality technology and innovation, we’re also 

proud to be the world experts in EMV and all things 

security. But our commitment and expertise do not stop 

with our payment solutions. The strength of our client 

connections and relationships are a vital piece of the 

puzzle. Our job is to create seamless and easy payment 

solutions for our clients.

FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / INGENICO GROUP DIFFERENCE
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Improve service quality 
and operational efficiency 
with innovative food 
& beverage payment 
solutions. 

Restaurants, bars and other food service 
businesses are always looking to improve 
customer engagement and service quality. 
Another top priority is increasing server 
productivity and efficiency.

In addition, new industry standards and market 
trends are driving re-evaluation of payment 
systems. Soon, restaurants will need to support 
EMV chip & PIN requirements from all leading 
payment card issuers. Increased consumer use 
of mobile wallets, such as Apple Pay, Android 
Pay and Samsung Pay, is also driving the need to 
upgrade payment systems.

Thankfully, new payment solutions are enabling 
easy improvements and innovation in all of 
these areas. They’re helping food and beverage 

establishments provide faster and more 
convenient service, ensure EMV compliance, 
strengthen security, accept all payment methods, 
and improve server and operational performance. 
These solutions are already making a positive 
impact in many use cases, including:

• Pay-at-the-Table

• Pay-at-the-Counter

• Self-Service Ordering & Checkout

• Curbside Pickup

• Line Busting

• Delivery & Catering

• Drive Thru

• Food Trucks & Pop-Up Locations

FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / USE CASES
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10 FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / PAY-AT-THE-TABLE

Fast and convenient payments for your patrons, right at the table

Valuing your customers’ time and offering convenience are two of the best ways to 

deliver a great restaurant experience and generate repeat business. Pay-at-the-Table 

solutions achieve both objectives by replacing the multi-step process of dropping off the 

guest’s check, coming back to retrieve a credit card, dropping off the final receipt for a 

signature and tip, and returning later to retrieve the final bill. Instead, Pay-at-the-Table 

solutions allow your servers to complete this task in a single step, by bringing a wireless 

smart terminal or mPOS device right to the table.

This process enhances the customer experience and eliminates unnecessary waiting. 

It also offers stronger security by allowing patrons to pay their bill using EMV cards, 

which are embedded with a secure microchip to curb counterfeit card fraud. Additionally, 

whether patrons use a credit/debit card or mobile wallet, their method of payment never 

has to leave their sight. This gives your customers the opportunity to pay using their 

mobile devices, allowing them to enjoy the security, flexibility, and speed of the latest 

NFC/contactless solutions.

Pay-at-the-Table solutions offer many benefits for your restaurants and bars as well. 

By allowing servers to work more efficiently, turn tables faster, and focus more on face 

time and customer interaction, your business can reduce costs and boost profits – thus 

dramatically increasing your bottom line.

Pay-at-the-Table
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12 FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / PAY-AT-THE-COUNTER

Flexible payments for faster service and more customer convenience

According to research by Deloitte Consulting, when it comes to quick service and fast 

casual dining, a great menu, order customization and payment flexibility are critical 

factors for your customers. Consumers also increasingly expect mobile support, flexibility 

and no-touch transactions in their restaurant experiences. Quick service and fast casual 

restaurants offering payment flexibility as well as online ordering benefit from frequent 

patron visits, higher check totals and better customer conversion and loyalty.¹ 

By implementing the latest payment technologies, quick service and fast casual 

restaurants can capitalize on these powerful trends and opportunities. Countertop smart 

terminals and PIN pad terminals enable secure acceptance of all payment methods, 

including EMV, magstripe and contactless/NFC solutions. These terminals are also ideal 

for online and takeout order pickup, and make it simple and easy to split checks and 

give patrons the full flexibility and convenience they crave. Best of all, these solutions 

keep your operations running seamlessly, so you can accept payments faster, serve more 

customers, and minimize lines and waiting.

Pay-at-the-Counter
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1 Source: “The Restaurant of the Future,” Deloitte Consulting LLP, Sep. 2016.
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14 FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / SELF-SERVICE ORDERING & CHECKOUT

Less waiting, more revenue and greater efficiency in your restaurant 

Today, restaurants are embracing self-service technology as a way to offer greater 

customer convenience, reduce wait times and increase revenue while providing fast and 

secure checkouts.

Self-service kiosks allow customers to avoid lines by ordering and paying at their 

convenience, while freeing up servers and staff to focus on delivering high-quality and 

personalized service. They also enable easy order customization, ensure order privacy, 

and automate upselling—all of which increase restaurant revenue. Customers can easily 

and discreetly add ingredients, beverages and desserts to their orders.

When it comes time to pay, kiosks integrated with payment solutions allow customers to 

use any preferred payment method—including EMV cards and NFC/contactless options, 

such as Apple Pay, Android Pay and Samsung Pay. Integration is simple and easy with 

compact and modular devices, flexible connectivity, and powerful security engineered to 

go beyond the latest PCI standards.

The end result is an improved customer experience, greater payment flexibility and 

security, increased staff efficiency and a better bottom line for your restaurant.

Self-Service Ordering & Checkout
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16 FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / CURBSIDE PICKUP

Streamlined and more efficient curbside service without the wait

Consumers are increasingly looking for ways to order and pick up food and beverages on the go. 

Curbside pickups give customers a convenient option for online ordering and takeout, and wireless 

smart terminals or mPOS solutions ensure fast and seamless service when it’s time to pay.

Traditional processes for curbside pickups require staff to greet a customer, confirm the order 

and walk back into the restaurant to retrieve the food and bill. Once they provide the guest with 

the food and bill, they have to go back inside to handle the payment while the guest is kept 

waiting. This can take several minutes to complete, which inconveniences customers and costs 

restaurants valuable service time. Wireless smart terminals or mPOS solutions eliminate these 

unnecessary steps and get your customers on their way faster by bringing payment acceptance 

right to the curb. This solution reduces transaction times and curbside pickups from minutes to 

seconds.

With wireless smart terminals or mPOS solutions, guests can pay for their order as they receive 

it, using a full range of payment methods including EMV, magstripe and NFC/contactless. 

Payments are protected with industry-leading PCI-compliant devices, and customers enjoy the 

convenience of prompt service with minimal wait times. The resulting efficiency helps your staff 

devote more time to customer service and handling additional orders, while your customers 

keep coming back thanks to faster and more convenient service.

Curbside Pickups
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18 FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / DELIVERY & CATERING

Secure and easy payments at the point of service

Whether you’re a traditional caterer, a food delivery business or a company taking an innovative 

new approach to food service and distribution, the newest payment solutions allow you to offer a 

seamless and convenient payment experience to your customers.

mPOS solutions allow delivery personnel and catering staff to bring payments directly to your 

customer and accept payments at the point of service. You can easily accept payments at virtually 

any location, whether it’s a customer’s home, a place of business or a special event. mPOS solutions 

also give you the opportunity to upsell goods your customer might not have thought of buying 

in the first place. In a food delivery scenario, the delivery driver can upsell the customer on a 

beverage or dessert, as well as accept payment for those items right on the spot. 

This helps you maximize customer satisfaction while eliminating the need to collect payment in 

advance, either online or over the phone. It also allows your customers to pay in person with their 

credit or debit card, so the transaction qualifies as card-present (CP) rather than card-not-present 

(CNP). This slashes your card issuer transaction fees by as much as 50 percent and helps decrease 

the risk of fraud and theft of payment card information. The end results are a boost to operational 

efficiency and profitability, while providing your customers with the security and convenience of 

on-the-spot payments.

Using the latest payment solutions, you can accept a full array of payment methods, including 

EMV, magstripe and NFC/contactless. Combined with industry-leading security and a variety of 

connectivity options, our mPOS solutions make your food service and delivery a cut above the rest.

Delivery & Catering
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20 FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / LINE BUSTING

Reduced lines and wait times with mobile payment acceptance

Few things annoy customers or slow down food service more than long lines and unnecessary 

waits. Whether you’re offering a traditional dining experience, counter service, drive-thru 

ordering or food service at a special event, mPOS solutions are the perfect way to bust lines and 

delight your customers.

Equipped with mPOS solutions, your staff can engage customers while they’re in line and 

accept payments while taking orders in advance. Patrons can pay on-the-spot using a variety 

of electronic methods, including EMV, magstripe, and NFC/contactless solutions. Payments are 

also protected with PCI-compliant devices and industry-leading security that provides powerful 

safeguards for sensitive payment data.

As an added benefit, you can leverage mPOS to meet high demand. If you need to accept more 

payments during busy rush periods or for any other reason, you can deploy mPOS solutions to 

mobilize your employees and complement your countertop or other terminals. You’ll be able 

to accept and process more payments without adding permanent checkouts or requiring more 

counter space.

Line Busting
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22 FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / DRIVE THRU

Quicker service with line-busting and Pay-at-the-Window efficiency

A long line for the drive thru is the quickest way to turn away customers and lose business 

before you can take their order. With smart terminals, mobile point of sale and unattended 

payment solutions, you can prevent long lines, serve your patrons faster and encourage repeat 

business by enabling convenient and efficient drive-thru payments.

One way to speed up your service is to meet customers in the drive thru and accept payments 

at each vehicle with mPOS solutions or wireless smart terminals. You can also offer self-service 

payment acceptance at the drive-thru window by using unattended or tethered terminals and 

PIN pads. This puts secure payment at your customers’ fingertips while your staff is free to focus 

on servicing more customers and enhancing their experience. 

These solutions accept a full array of electronic payments, including EMV, magstripe and NFC/

contactless payment methods, such as Apple Pay, Android Pay and Samsung Pay.

Drive Thru
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24 FOOD & BEVERAGE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS / FOOD TRUCKS & POP-UP LOCATIONS

Secure and convenient payment acceptance wherever you need it

Today’s food and beverage service can take place virtually anywhere—from a food truck serving 

customers at a variety of locations and businesses, to pop-up locations at outdoor festivals, 

farmers’ markets or sporting events.

mPOS solutions offer the perfect way to accept payments wherever you and your customers 

may roam. Mobile card readers and smart terminals offer seamless acceptance of electronic 

payments, including EMV, magstripe, and NFC/contactless solutions.

Your customers will enjoy the freedom, flexibility and convenience of paying on mobile card 

readers while you provide fast and efficient service. These solutions are also designed to meet 

stringent PCI compliance standards, so you can offer an innovative payment experience while 

protecting yourself and your customers from payment card fraud.

Food Trucks & Pop-Up Locations
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Enhance guest experiences and increase customer loyalty.

Contact us today to discuss your payment acceptance needs, and let’s work 

together to find your perfect solution.

Give your customers a seamless 
payment experience with Ingenico 
Group’s extensive portfolio of restaurant 
and food service solutions.

Food & Beverage Payment Solutions
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https://ingenico.us/about-ingenico-group/contact-us 
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